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Due to coronavirus: we will print next issue 
Datalignum 274 on January 2021.

Acimall_Italy: Luigi De Vito is the new president
& Marianna Daschini, vice president.               

Gramrode Møbelfabrik_Denmark; since 1924. 

Enjoying_Taiwan: casters wheels 
for office chairs & home furniture.

Mit_Chile, equipment for sawmills since 1982.

Murphy_Usa: premier provider 
of quality softwood plywood, & veneer. 

Taihei_Japan, woodworking machinery since 1928.

Vacuum CNC_Spain: pods divided in base & cup.  
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Subject: Cancellation of No. 273   Sept-Dec of Datalignum

The drama of the Coronavirus that we are all experiencing 
and that keeps us in isolation was also the cause of the cancellation 

of the Salone del Mobile in Milan and the Xylexpo Fairs in Italy.

Furthermore, since all the companies were forced to close the offices, 
some of our customers canceled the advertising order on Datalignum No. 273 

and those who were favorable did not have the opportunity to send us 
the material for printing, because their graphics they didn’t work.

Certainly the coronavirus drama will also bring significant change in the 
communication strategies of companies, primarily for trade fairs: in the future, 
regional fairs will disappear, which are only useful to those who organize them; 
in particular those for components, hardware and accessories for furniture. 

The consolidated international fairs (Interzum, IWF, Ligna, Salone del Mobile, 
Xylexpo and others for each hemisphere of the globe) will continue to be 

appreciated for their ability to attract and develop commercial exchanges.

In this situation, it would have been impossible to proceed, and therefore 
he decided to DELETE No. 273   of the magazine Datalignum.

THE NEXT ISSUE, No. 274, WILL BE PRINT ON JANUARY 2021. 

Best regards and ... please, stay safe everyone!

12 Dover Street / CT1 3HD Canterbury / United Kingdom
datalignum@datalignum.com

www.datalignum.com
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www.acimall.com 

ACIMALL_ITALY

The general assembly of Acimall, the Association of Italian 

Manufacturers of Technologies for the furniture and wood industry, 

has ratified the appointment as President for the three-year period 

2020-2023 of Luigi De Vito (Scm Group, Rimini), who will be flanked 

by Marianna Daschini (Greda, Mariano Comense) as Vice President.

The meeting - held on Tuesday 14 July - therefore accepted the 

indications that emerged from the board of directors, also approving 

the year’s financial statements certainly one of the most complex 

for Acimall and for the entire world economy.

LUIGI DE VITO IS THE 
NEW PRESIDENT & 

MARIANNA DASCHINI, 
VICE PRESIDENT
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www.gramrode.dk

GRAMRODE 
MØBELFABRIK_DENMARK

From the beginning, the production consisted mainly of armchairs 

and groups of sofas with exposed wooden frames. 

In 1960, the production of solid wood dining furniture began on the 

basis of a unique blend of craftsmanship and design. In the following 

years, we managed to develop a complete program of chairs and 

tables, which is now exported to a large part of the world. 

It takes care and professional competence for the processing of solid 

and precious wood furniture. 

Our carpenters know their profession and are proud to keep alive the 

best traditions of classic carpentry.

SINCE 1924
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www.enjoycaster.com 

ENJOYING_TAIWAN

Enjoying Go Co., Ltd. is a chair caster wheel manufacturer 

specializing in kinds of caster wheels for office chairs 

and home furniture. 

The products include various chair 

casters, heavy duty casters, office 

chair accessories, etc. The company 

locates in Nantou, Taiwan. 

So we’re also in the hardware supply 

chain in middle area of Taiwan.

ENJOY Technical Director Mr. Bruce Yang has more 

than 20 years’ experience in plastic injection of multiple materials 

for soccer sneaker outsole, so we have know-how about injection 

molding of multiple colors and materials. 

Therefore, we can answer customers’ needs from customized molding 

design to color matching of caster wheels promptly.

CASTERS WHEELS 
FOR OFFICE CHAIRS 

& HOME FURNITURE
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www.mit.cl

It is an over 37 years old company specialized in the development 

and manufacture of equipment and machinery for the forestry sector. 

This has allowed MIT S.A. to have a strong presence in the Chilean 

market as well as abroad with work sites, sawmills and equipment in 

different parts of the world in which stands out an important part of 

South America, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Korea, 

Spain, among others. MIT S.A. Ind. Met. Tob. S.A. has its facilities 

in Santiago de Chile, where high complexity equipment with rigid 

quality standard are developed and manufactured, this has allowed 

the Company to be ahead in its area. The industrial site has a 6200 

m2 area, where Professionals and highly qualified Technicians 

develop and build equipment for sawmills, “remaking” plants and 

boards which will be submitted to high exigency in its resistance as 

well as accuracy an out put (production volumes).

EQUIPMENT 
FOR SAWMILLS 
SINCE 1982

MIT_CHILE
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www.murphyplywood.com

MURPHY_USA
Murphy Company is America’s premier provider of quality softwood 

plywood, beautiful veneered hardwood plywood and panels, and 

innovative engineered wood products. As a vertically integrated 

manufacturer, Murphy maximizes the use of every log. By controlling the 

manufacturing process – from trees to finished products – Murphy meets 

customer requirements at a competitive price. A determination is made 

for each log as to the best use of its veneer. The bark and peeler core are 

recovered as well, so nothing is wasted. Founded in 1909, and now in its 

second century of Murphy family ownership, the company’s longevity is 

often attributed to its consistent, long-term investment in its facilities 

and people, its commitment to customer service, and its continual 

development of innovative products. Hardwood Plywood: Murphy’s 

Eugene facility has more than 50 years experience manufacturing 

hardwood plywood and panels. Murphy sets the industry standard and 

delivers products that exceed national standards and often customer 

expectations. Murphy takes pride in producing higher-grade hardwood 

plywood and panels, and consistently delivers customized products with 

precision thickness and quality. Veneers: Real wood veneer paneling 

from Murphy offers an attractive, durable wall paneling option perfect 

for both residential and commercial uses. Our panels are also a popular 

choice for demanding high-end cabinetry and fine furniture makers. 

PREMIER PROVIDER 
OF QUALITY 
SOFTWOOD 

PLYWOOD, & 
VENEERPLYWOOD
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www.taihei-ss.co.jp

Message from the President: 

“”With over 90 years of history as a general manufacturer of 

woodworking machines, Taihei Machinery Works, Ltd. uses long 

accumulated know-how and technologies to defy conventional 

notions and to create cutting edge concepts. One of our fundamental 

philosophies is to contribute to our society. We strive to meet the 

needs of our customers with our “customer satisfaction comes 

first” attitude and our management principle of “developing original 

products and contributing to our society.” We are confident that we 

can serve our customers in a number of ways, from improvement 

of our machines, to the development of new products and to 

providing excellent after-sales service. We are committed to 

environmental responsibility and sustainability. Our entire staff is 

dedicated to working with you to create solutions that are not only 

environmentally friendly and save resources, but solutions that we 

can all be proud of.””   Jakeshi Saito, President

WOODWORKING 
MACHINERY 
SINCE 1928

TAIHEI_JAPAN
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www.vacuum-cnc.com 

VACUUM CNC_SPAIN
The main difference between our brand and others 

lies in the division of the CNC Vacuum pods in two 

pieces. The Base is the inferior black part in contact 

with the milling center. Over the base we place the 

cup, the superior red part which holds the board or 

the piece to work out. As a result of this division we 

can offer you quite huge advantages. In this image 

you can see how the cup can be placed over the 

base. The union of both completes the perfect CNC 

vacuum pod, more economical, more efficient, 

more comfortable and with a careful design. 

PODS DIVIDED 
IN BASE & CUP

The advantages:
•	 The suction area is easy and fast to change.
•	 All the Vacuum CNC cups turn 360 degrees. They also stay fixed when turning on 

the vacuum.
•	 It allows us to place elevators between the base and the cup. This makes it possible 

to work at many different heights, keeping always the same base and cup.
•	 Furthermore, all of the vacuum cups have touch valve. Consequently we can hold 

the CNC vacuum pods on the table even if they do not need to be used without 
losing vacuum.

•	 It allows, in case of a broken cup or need of a new suction area, to replace only the 
cup, what leads to a significant economic saving.

•	 The cups enclose the superior vacuum by a sealing rubber, very affordable and easy 
to replace. In other words, if it gets broken (until a 7 mm depth) we can fix the 
vacuum cup at 100% of its capacity simply by changing the damaged gum part.

•	 Facilities for enterprises that have more than one mechanising center with different 
vacuum cups. Thanks to our two-pieces system it could be studied the point of 
combining the heights. Above all, that will allow us to use the same cups in both 
milling centers. Sometimes it may be necessary to change the height in which it 
works, otherwise, the combination is not possible.

•	 For the majority of models it exists the cup system with board lifter included.  
It exists for both formats, the vacuum system and the compact one.



ORDER OUR PUBLICATION VIA MAIL!
ORDINATE LE NOSTRE

PUBBLICAZIONI PER POSTA!

Spett.le
Datalignum.com LTD
12, Dover Street
Canterbury CT1 3HD
United Kingdom

We would like to take out a subscription and/or order the following books:
Desideriamo sottoscrivere l’abbonamento e/o ordinare i seguenti volumi: 

 

  European Subscription to Datalignum (3 copies/year)  £ 38.00 = € 40,00
 Abbonamento in Europa a Datalignum (3 numeri all’anno) 

 Overseas subscription to Datalignum (3 copies/year) £ 65.00 = € 70,00
 Abbonamento oltremare a Datalignum (3 numeri all’anno)

 Book: Türkiye Lignum Raporu - First Edition, October 2012 £ 150.00 = € 176,00
 For overseas area: Vat and delivery included £ 160.00 = € 188,00

 Book: Lignum Report on Russia - First Edition, May 2013 £ 150.00 = € 176,00
 For overseas area: Vat and delivery included £ 160.00 = € 188,00

 Book: The Wood-Based, HPL and CPL Panel Industry in Europe, Belarus, Russia, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine. + India
 7th Edition, May 2020 £ 170.00 = € 195,00
 For overseas area: Vat and delivery included £ 200.00 = € 230,00

 Book: The Components, Complements and Hardware Industry for Furniture in Europe and Turkey
 First Edition, February 2010 - Vat and delivery included for Europe £ 128.00 = € 150,00
 For overseas area: Vat and delivery included £ 153.00 = € 180,00

Payment to be made on receipt of this invoice with bank transfer to Datalignum.com LTD:
La spedizione potrà avvenire solo a pagamento avvenuto, a mezzo trasferimento bancario a Datalignum.com LTD:

Barclays Bank Plc, Branch 20-17-92
Account n° 50563986
SWIFT BIC: BARCGB22
Canterbury (United Kingdom)
IBAN: GB87 BARC 2017 9250 563 986

Company / Ditta ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Street / Via ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Tel.  ..................................................................................................... Fax ....................................................................................................................
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e-mail  ............................................................................................  web ....................................................................................................................

Business activity / Attività  .....................................  VAT Number / Partita IVA n.  ....................................................................................

Date / Data  .................................................................. Signature and Stamp / Firma e timbro  ................................................................

Sales office in Milan / Italy

Tel. +39 02 66101160 r.a.

datalignum@datalignum.com

www.datalignum.com




